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	2016 August SAP Official New Released C_HANATEC151 Q&As in Lead2pass.com!  100% Free Download! 100% Pass

Guaranteed!  Our PDF dumps of C_HANATEC151 exam is designed to ensure everything which you need to pass your exam

successfully. At Lead2pass, we have a completely customer oriented policy. We invite the professionals who have rich experience

and expert knowledge of the IT certification industry to guarantee the PDF details precisely and logically. Our customers' time is a

precious concern for us. This requires us to provide you the products that can be utilized most efficiently. Following questions and

answers are all new published by SAP Official Exam Center: http://www.lead2pass.com/c-hanatec151.html  QUESTION 31 To

ensure the supportability of SAP HANA, who must install the SAP HANA database on the SAP HANA appliance hardware? A.    A

certified Sybase IQ Administrator Professional B.    A certified SAP HANA Technical Consultant C.    An SAP HANA consultant

employed by SAP AG or its subsidiaries only D.    An SAP HANA technician authorized by the hardware vendor delivering the

appliance onlyAnswer: D QUESTION 32 Which of the following can you use to replicate data from SAP BW to SAP HANA? A.   

An RFC connection to SAP LT B.    Open hub with Data Services 4.0 C.    Open hub with SAP LT D.    A database connection to

Data Services 4.0 Answer: B QUESTION 33 When you transport objects between SAP HANA systems using the Change and

Transport System (CTS), you want to create and release the transport requests manually. Which transport strategy should you

choose? A.    WBO_GET_REQ_STRATEGY = Smart WBO_REL_REQ_STRATEGY = Manual B.   

WBO_GET_REQ_STRATEGY = Tagged WBO_REL_REQ_STRATEGY = Manual C.    WBO_GET_REQ_STRATEGY = Smart

WBO_REL_REQ_STRATEGY = Auto D.    WBO_GET_REQ_STRATEGY = Create WBO_REL_REQ_STRATEGY = Auto

Answer: B QUESTION 34 You have to size an SAP HANA system for SAP NetWeaver BW. The SAP NetWeaver BW system is

currently running on a non-SAP RDBMS. Which of the following factors influences the size of the SAP HANA system? A.    The

partitioning of tables B.    The number of indexes C.    The size of aggregates D.    The number of tables in the row store Answer: D

QUESTION 35 When you install SAP HANA, which of the following disk size requirements apply? A.    The log volume is at least

four times the amount of memory (RAM) of the system. B.    The log volume equals the amount of memory (RAM) of the system.

C.    The data volume equals the amount of memory (RAM) of the system. D.    The data volume is at least four times the amount of

memory (RAM) of the system. Answer: BD QUESTION 36 Which of the following are functions of the DB trigger within SAP

Landscape Transformation (SLT)? A.    Ensure that replicated changes are kept within the logging tables. B.    Record relevant

changes in logging tables. C.    Decluster table classes into a transparent format. D.    Include only relevant tables for DB recording.

Answer: CD QUESTION 37 Which of the following commands installs or updates the repository for SAP HANA studio? A.   

hdbinst -a studio - -copy_repository=<target_repository_path> B.    hdbinst -a studio - -copy_repository=<source_repository_path>

C.    hdbinst -a studio - -repository=<target_repository_path> D.    hdbinst -a studio - -repository=<source_repository_path>

Answer: A QUESTION 38 A long-running SQL query issued by an SAP NetWeaver work process also seems to use a lot of system

resources. How can you find out which ABAP module and which SAP NetWeaver user called the query? A.    - Open Transaction

Process Overview (SM50) in the SAP NetWeaver system - Sort the list by CPU time - Select the top entry - Check the User and

Report columns B.    - Go to the Performance tab of SAP HANA studio - Check the System load diagram C.    - Open Transaction

Global Work Process Overview (SM66) in the SAP NetWeaver system - Sort the list by CPU time - Select the top entry D.    - In

SAP HANA studio, check the session overview - Identify the logical CONNECTION ID for the SAP NetWeaver work process -

Check the columns APPLICATIONSOURCE and APPLICATIONUSER Answer: D QUESTION 39 An administrator should be

enabled to cancel long running commands and end sessions. Which privilege must the user be granted? A.    SESSION ADMIN B.   

USER ADMIN C.    RESOURCE ADMIN D.    MONITOR ADMIN Answer: A QUESTION 40 In SAP HANA, what is the

recommended memory size you must reserve for dynamic objects? A.    The same size as the uncompressed source data B.    The

same size as the total size of the log files C.    The same size as the total size of the data files D.    The same size as the memory

required for static data Answer: D  If you want to get more C_HANATEC151 exam preparation material, you can download the free

C_HANATEC151 braindumps in PDF files on Lead2pass. It would be great helpful for your exam. All the C_HANATEC151

dumps are updated and cover every aspect of the examination. Welcome to choose. C_HANATEC151 new questions on Google
Drive: https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B3Syig5i8gpDZHRmTzhmejNaUWM  2016 SAP C_HANATEC151 exam dumps (All

197 Q&As) from Lead2pass:  http://www.lead2pass.com/c-hanatec151.html [100% Exam Pass Guaranteed]
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